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Abstract: The equilibrium scour geometry around a circular pier protruding vertically on a scoured channel bed was

experimentally investigated. In order to conduct a comparative study, measurements within an equilibrium scour hole at

a square pier, an equilateral triangular pier, and a flat plate with sides, facing the approaching flow, equaling the width of

the circular pier were taken. Flow in an equilibrium scour hole under a clear water regime was considered for 4 separate

tests. Tests were carried out for approaching flow having undisturbed constant flow depth greater than the pier width

with a depth-averaged approaching flow velocity of about 68.2% representing the critical velocity of the uniform sand

bed. It was observed that all the equilibrium dimensionless scour parameters, namely scour depth, length, width, area,

and volume, depend on the effective pier width equal to the diameter of the smallest circumscribing circle of the pier.

When the effective pier diameter increases and approaching flow depth is constant, scour parameters increase. Based on

the results, some empirical equations are proposed for the scour depth, scour length, scour width, scour area, and scour

volume. These equations may be utilized to estimate scour geometry in future studies.
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1. Introduction

Scour is a natural phenomenon of lowering the level of riverbeds by the erosive action of the flowing stream.

The amount of reduction in the level of riverbeds below an assumed natural level is termed scour depth. Local

scour (also termed localized scour) develops near the structures, due to modification of the flow field as a result

of obstruction to the flow by the structures. Scour at bridge piers is an example of local scour. Local scour,

sometimes called clear-water scour, occurs when the sediment is removed from the scour hole but not supplied

by the approaching stream. The equilibrium scour depth is attained when the fluid induced force can no longer

dislodge the sediment particles from the scour hole.

Failure of bridges due to scour at their supports is a common occurrence. It may be due to scour at a

pier or at an abutment. Major scouring usually occurs during floods, that is, when the flow is unsteady and

may even have a changed angle relative to low flow direction. The problem is often further complicated by the

large variety of shapes and approaches used for piers and abutments. Chabert and Engeldinger [1] appear to

have been the first to describe the behavioral pattern of scour at a circular pier in terms of development with

time and flow velocity.

Several investigations have been carried out with the purpose of predicting scour and various equations

have been developed [2–21]. The formulae give widely differing estimates. These disparities have been discussed
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by many researchers [22–24]. Futhermore, to check the accuracy of the developed scour equations, comparative

studies have been carried out [25–27].

The pier diameter (b) relative to the mean bed particle size (d50) is known as the sediment coarseness

(b/d50). The equilibrium scour depth decreases with decreasing sediment coarseness for values less than about

20 to 25. It also decreases at a greater rate with decreasing flow depth for smaller values of flow shallowness

or relative inflow depth, h/b (where h is the approaching flow depth), which is one of the main parameters

influencing local scour. It was indicated that the relative scour depth (dse/b) is a function of flow shallowness,

where dse is the equilibrium depth of local scour [28]. The author presented a relationship between dse/b and

h/b through curves. Earlier, such curves were developed by a number of researchers [5,29–32].

Later the researchers presented a scour equation and found that densimetric Froude number is the

dominant parameter governing the scour process [33]. The proposed equation for temporal scour evolution

was further justified with a large set of experimental results [34]. Temporal variation in dimensionless scour

area and volume has also been reported and empirical relationships were developed [35]. Recently experiments

were conducted [36] to find out the vorticity and circulation of a horseshoe vortex in equilibrium scour holes

at a circular pier, square pier, and equilateral triangular pier (sides facing the approaching flow) of the same

width but different effective width. It was observed that the circulation increases if the effective pier width

or the effective obstruction width of the pier increases for the equilibrium scour condition. It indicates that

effective pier width is also an important factor for scour analysis. However, it appears from our literature survey

that almost no experimental work has been carried out to study the scour geometry within scour holes located

around different shaped piers of the same width but different effective pier width. In spite of the large number

of investigations focusing on single piers, a comprehensive understanding of the scour geometry for single piers

is still deficient because most of the popular empirical equations were based on pier width only; hence, the

consequences of effective pier width are lacking.

The present study reports the clear water scour geometry analysis at equilibrium scour condition around

a circular pier, square pier, equilateral triangular pier, and flat plate (sides facing the approaching flow) of the

same width but different effective pier width.

2. Experimental apparatus and program

In the present work, investigation of scour depth and measurement of velocity by acoustic Doppler velocimeter

(ADV) was carried out. The experimental setup of the work is described in detail with the help of the

schematic diagram shown in Figures 1a–1d. All the experiments (tests) were conducted in the Fluvial Hydraulics

Laboratory of the School of Water Resources Engineering at Jadavpur University in Kolkata, West Bengal, India.

Figure 1. Horizontal planes of scour holes for (a) circular pier, (b) square pier, (c) equilateral triangular pier, and (d)

flat plate.
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The experiments were carried out in a re-circulating tilting flume 11-m long, 0.81-m wide, and 0.60-m

deep. The working section of the flume was filled with sand to a uniform thickness of 0.20 m; the length of the

sand bed was 3 m and the width was 0.81 m. The sand bed was located 2.9 m upstream from the flume inlet.

Table 1 summarizes the experimental conditions of all the tests planned for this research.

Table 1. Experimental condition for all tests.

Test no.
b Q h

Pier shape
φr F uc Re Rp

(cm) (L/s) (cm) (o) (-) (m/s) (-) (-)
1 11 25 12.5 Circular 40.53 0.223 0.362 24165 27828
2 11 25 12.5 Square 40.09 0.223 0.362 24165 27828
3 11 25 12.5 Triangular 40.73 0.223 0.362 24165 27828
4 11 25 12.5 Flat plate 41.05 0.223 0.362 24165 27828

Note: Q is the discharge; uc is the critical velocity; φr is the dynamic angle of repose;F is the Froude number and Re

is the flow Reynolds number.

The re-circulating flow system was served by a 10-hp variable speed centrifugal pump located at the

upstream end of the tilting flume. The rpm of the pump was 1450 with a power of 7.5 kW and a maximum

discharge of 25.5 L/s. The water discharge was measured by a flowmeter connected to the upstream pipe at

the inlet of the flume. Water flows through a 0.2-m-diameter pipe line, which runs directly into the flume. A

movable trolley with a point gauge attached to it was positioned on the flume. A vertical scale was fixed with

the point gauge to measure the water level, initial bed level, and scour depth. Piers were placed in the middle

of the working section of the flume. During the tests, it was kept in mind that the width of the experimental

flume is more than 6.25 times that of the pier width to avoid the wall friction factor as proposed by Raudkivi

and Ettema [8].

All tests were conducted using one bed material. The bed material (sand particles) size was d50 (= 0.825

mm), d16 (= 0.5 mm), d84 (= 1.62 mm), and d90 (= 1.78 mm), measured from the sieve analysis test using

a vibrating shaker. Geometric standard deviation of sand particle size, σg , given by
√
d84/d16 , was equal to

1.8. Relative density of the sand (s), angle of repose of the bed sediment in still water (φ), average bed shear

stress, and critical bed shear stress were 2.582, 36◦ , 0.39 Pa, and 0.40 Pa, respectively. The dynamic angle of

repose (φr) was about 13% greater than the φ , whereas it was about 15% as observed previously [37,38]. The

critical condition of the bed was checked before each test run as recommended [39].

The flow depth in the flume was adjusted by a tailgate. The mean approaching flow depth (h) was

maintained as 0.125 m by operating the tailgate. The bed slope, equal to 1:2400, was kept constant for all tests.

All tests were conducted for the approaching flow having undisturbed flow depth where the ratio between the

approach flow depth and pier width (b) was 1.14. The depth-averaged approaching flow velocity (U) was set

as 0.247 m/s, which is about 68.2% of the critical velocity (uc) to satisfy the clear water condition, i.e. the

present study considered only clear water approach flow conditions described by a velocity ratio U/uc = 0.682

[33,40]. The section averaged approaching flow velocity was determined from the measured vertical profile of

the approaching flow velocity 2 m upstream from the pier where the presence of the pier did not affect the

approaching flow.

When negligible (1 mm or less) difference of scour depth was observed at an interval of 2 h after 72 h, it

was considered that an equilibrium stage of the scour hole had been attained. However, total duration of each

experiment was 80 h, which was adequate for achieving the equilibrium scour [41,42]. After the run was ended,
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the maximum equilibrium scour depth was observed at the upstream base of the pier. Then the maximum scour

depth at an equilibrium state was carefully measured by a Vernier point gauge with an accuracy of ±0.1 mm.

3. Analyses of equilibrium scour geometry

The scour affected zones and contour lines of the scour holes at the circular pier, square pier, equilateral

triangular pier, and flat plate, plotted with the Golden software Surfer version 8.06.39, are shown in Figures

2a–2d and Figures 3a–3d, respectively. Here scours are slightly asymmetric due to some local effects. Table 2

summarizes the values obtained for scour parameters for all tests. In Table 2, the values of planner surface area

(ase) and volume (–vse) of the equilibrium scour holes were estimated with the help of gauged data and Surfer

software.

Figure 2. Scour affected zones around piers for tests 1–4.

Table 2. Magnitudes of geometrical scour parameters.

Test no. be (cm) dse (cm) lse (cm) wse (cm) ase (cm2) –vse (cm3)
1 11 9.2 46 53 2755 5835
2 15.5564 11.2 58 60 3031 9545
3 12.7020 9.6 48 49 2645 6842
4 11.0164 8.2 42 48 2251 4780

Note: Effective pier width be is the diameter of the smallest circumscribing circle of the pier; dse , lse , and wse are the

maximum equilibrium scour depth, length, and width, respectively.
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Figure 3. Contours of equilibrium scour holes for the tests 1–4 (units: cm).

3.1. Dimensional analysis

The magnitude that interests the designer for determining the pier depth is the maximum or equilibrium depth

to be reached by the scouring process. For this reason, the quantitative study is limited to the maximum

equilibrium depth dse reached by the scour hole around the pier after sufficient time has elapsed to reach the

equilibrium. Considering an isolated single pier in a rectangular tilting flume, where the flow is unidirectional

and whose bed is made up of cohesionless sand particles, the equilibrium scour depth depends on the water
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(density and viscosity), sand particles (density and median particle diameter), channel flow (flow depth, channel

slope, and gravity), which is the section averaged velocity, and the geometry of the pier (a characteristic width,

pier shape coefficient). For the circular pier the characteristic width bc is same as the pier diameter [43].

The list of parameters is very long and some of them are, moreover, difficult to quantify, such as the

particle size distribution, the grain form, and the cohesion of the bed materials. For this reason, the analysis

was conducted mainly for the following restrictive conditions:

Bed material: the sediment is noncohesive and has a uniform size d50 .

Flow: flume is sufficiently wide so that the pier does not cause a significant contraction;

Pier: perfectly smooth surface.

The parameters that remain are:

- for the water: mass density ρ , kinematic viscosity ν , and gravitational acceleration g .

- for the bed material: median particle diameter d50 and its density ρs .

- for the flow: approaching flow depth h , and section averaged inflow velocity of the undisturbed flow U

or the shear velocity u∗ being equal to
√
ghS .

- for the pier: its characteristic pier width bc .

The pier shape coefficient Ks is defined as the ratio of the scour depth for a particular pier shape to that

for the circular pier. The circular shape is used for comparative purposes. Characteristic pier width, bc which

is equal to beKs , can be considered a very important parameter since it takes into account both effective pier

width be and pier shape coefficient Ks .

Therefore, the equilibrium scouring depth dse depends on 8 parameters:

dse = f (ρ, ν, ρs, d50, h, U, g, bc) (1)

The Vaschy–Buckingham π -theorem allows us to write:

dse
bc

= f0

(
u∗d50
ν

,
u2
∗

∆gd50
,∆,

h

bc
,
d50
bc

)
(2)

The justification for the choice of the dimensionless groups is as follows:

- dse/bc : Experiments have clearly demonstrated that it was possible to relate scour depth to the char-

acteristic diameter of the pier. This may be explained physically by the fact that scouring is due to the

horseshoe-vortex system whose dimension is a function of the diameter of the pier [5].

- u∗d50/ν, u
2
∗
/
∆gd50 : These are classical parameters in the study of bed load.

- h/bc, d50/bc : These ratios relate the size and shape of the pier to that of the flow and of the sand particles.

Eq. (2) can be considerably simplified by the following considerations:

- The influence of kinematic viscosity ν is insignificant for a turbulent flow over rough beds [44].

- Shear velocity u∗ was kept constant for all tests.
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- In sediment–water interaction, the parameters g , ρ , and ρswere combined into one parameter, namely

relative submerged weight, ∆g , given by {(ρs/ρ)− 1} g [45,46]. The term ∆(=1.582) was also kept

constant.

- The median particle diameter d50 and depth averaged inflow velocity U were kept constant for all 4 tests.

Therefore, these terms can be neglected.

Thus, Eq. (2) can be written as

dse/bc = f1 (h/bc) (3)

It implies that the relative maximum equilibrium scour depth (dse/bc) can be expressed in nondimensional form

as a function of inflow depth relative to characteristic pier width (h/bc).

Similarly, the maximum equilibrium scour length relative to characteristic pier width ( lse/bc) can be

expressed as

lse/bc = f2 (h/bc) (4)

and for relative maximum equilibrium scour width (wse/bc),

wse/bc = f3 (h/bc) (5)

Multiplying Eqs. (4) and (5), the resulting equation can be regarded as planar surface area of the equilibrium

scour hole (ase/ac) in nondimensional form where ase and ac , equal to πb2c , are the planar surface area of the

equilibrium scour hole and characteristic area of the pier.

ase/ac = f4 (h/bc) (6)

Further, multiplying Eqs. (3), (4), and (5), a new nondimensional term known as volume of equilibrium scour

hole relative to characteristic volume of pier (–vse/–vc) can be introduced, where –vse and –vc , equal to hac , are

the volumes of equilibrium scour hole and immersed pier, respectively. Table 3 summarizes the values obtained

for the nondimensional scour parameters for all tests.

–vse/–vc = f5 (h/bc) (7)

The influence of relative flow depth on the dimensionless scour depth was observed [5,43]. Sometimes some

linear and empirical relations were proposed to correlate the geometrical scour parameters. Here an initiative

was taken to find out those relations based on pier shape once again based on the experimental data.

Table 3. Magnitudes of nondimensional geometrical scour parameters.

Test no. Ks (-) h/bc (-) dse/bc (-) lse/bc (-) wse/bc (-) ase/ac (-) –vse/–vc (-)
1 1.00 1.14 0.80 4.05 4.54 6.43 1.26
2 1.21 0.66 0.60 3.07 3.09 2.81 0.69
3 1.04 0.94 0.72 3.65 3.95 4.59 0.96
4 0.89 1.27 0.86 4.33 4.95 8.16 1.26
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3.2. Determination of pier shape coefficient

A dimensional analysis confirmed that the pier shape coefficient is a function of inflow depth relative to

characteristic pier width h/bc . The pier shape coefficient is plotted in Figure 4 as a function of relative inflow

depth. From Figure 4, it can be revealed that the pier shape coefficient decreases with increasing relative inflow

depth. A linear trendline is furnished in Figure 4, where the correlation coefficient (r) between the observations

is 0.985; this implies an almost perfect positive correlation. The pier shape coefficient can be expressed as a

function of relative inflow depth, as shown in Eq. (8).

Ks = −0.502 (h/bc) + 1.542 (8)

The pier shape coefficient can be calculated using Eq. (8). The predicted values of the pier shape coefficient

are estimated from Eq. (8). Figure 5 shows a comparison of observed and predicted values of the pier shape

coefficient for tests 1–4. The ±5% deviation intervals are added as dashed lines. It can be seen from Figure 5

that the deviation between the predicted and measured data is in the range of –5% to 5%, which is the estimated

pier shape coefficient; these results match the measured data very well.

Ks= –0.502(h/bc ) + 1.542

r = 0.985

0.5

1.0

1.5

0.5                                       1.0                                     1.5

Ks

h/bc

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

0.0                           0.5                           1.0                          1.5

(Ks)observed 

+5%

–5%

(Ks)predicted

Figure 4. Variation in pier shape coefficient with relative

inflow depth.

Figure 5. Comparison between observed and predicted

values of pier shape coefficient.

3.3. Determination of scour depth

From the dimensional analysis it is observed that the equilibrium scour depth dse is a function of inflow depth

h . The dependency of nondimensional maximum equilibrium scour depth (dse/bc) on the ratio of approaching

flow depth to characteristic pier width (h/bc) is presented in Figure 6. At small h/bc , the dse/bc increases with

an increase in h/bc . However, as h/bc increases, dse/bc becomes almost independent of h/bc . The results show

good agreement with previous results [8,9], where it was stated that the influence of flow depth is insignificant

for circular piers within the range of 1 < h/bc < 3. A linear trendline is furnished in Figure 6, where the

correlation coefficient r is 0.987, which implies an almost perfect positive correlation. The scour depth can be

expressed as a function of inflow depth, as shown in Eq. (9).

dse/bc = −0.364 (h/bc)
2
+ 1.126 (h/bc) (9)
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The equilibrium scour depth can be computed using Eq. (9). The predicted values of equilibrium scour depth

are calculated using Eq. (9). Figure 7 shows a comparison of observed and predicted values of equilibrium scour

depth for tests 1–4. It may be seen from Figure 7 that Eq. (9) gives less than ±10% error for all the data.

Therefore, the calculated scour depth matches the measured data very well.

dse/bc = -0.364(h/bc)
2 + 1.126(h/bc)

r = 0.987

0.0
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1.0

1.5

0.5                                          1.0                                         1.5
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h/bc

0.0

0.5

1.0

0.0                                          0.5                                         1.0

(dse /bc)observed 

+10%

–10%

(dse/bc)predicted

Figure 6. Variation in nondimensional maximum equi-

librium scour depth with relative inflow depth.

Figure 7. Comparison between observed and predicted

values of nondimensional maximum equilibrium scour

depth.

3.4. Determination of scour length

It is observed from the dimensional analysis that the equilibrium scour length lse is a function of equilibrium

scour depth dse . The nondimensional maximum equilibrium scour length lse/bc is plotted as a function of

nondimensional maximum equilibrium scour depth dse/bc in Figure 8, where it can be seen that the lse/bc

increases with increasing dse/bc . A linear trendline is furnished in Figure 8, where the correlation coefficient r

is 0.993, which implies an almost perfect positive correlation. The maximum equilibrium scour length can be

expressed as a function of maximum equilibrium scour depth as shown in Eq. (10).

lse/bc = 5.065 (dse/bc) (10)

The maximum equilibrium scour depth may be determined using Eq. (10). The predicted values of lse are

calculated using Eq. (10). Figure 9 shows a comparison of observed and predicted values of nondimensional

maximum equilibrium scour length lse/bc for tests 1–4. Figure 9 depicts that the deviation between the predicted

and measured data is in the range of –20% to 20%, that is the calculated (predicted) lse matches the measured

(observed) data well.

3.5. Determination of scour width

As from the dimensional analysis, it is observed that the maximum equilibrium scour width wse is a function

of maximum equilibrium scour depth dse . The maximum nondimensional equilibrium scour width wse/bc is

plotted in Figure 10 as a function of maximum nondimensional maximum equilibrium scour depth dse/bc .
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lse/bc= 5.065(dse/bc)

r = 0.993
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Figure 8. Variation in nondimensional maximum equi-

librium scour length with nondimensional maximum equi-

librium scour depth.

Figure 9. Comparison between observed and predicted

values of nondimensional maximum equilibrium scour

length.

From Figure 10 it can is observed that wse/bc increases with increasing dse/bc . A linear trendline is

shown in Figure 10, where the correlation coefficient r between observations is 0.950, which indicates an almost

perfect positive correlation. The wse can be expressed as a function of dse , as shown in Eq. (11).

wse/bc = 5.576 (dse/bc) (11)

The values of wse may be calculated using Eq. (11). The predicted values of wse are also computed from Eq.

(11). Figure 11 shows a comparison of observed and predicted values of wse . From Figure 11, it is observed that

the deviation between the predicted and measured data is in the range of –15% to 15%, that is the calculated

wse is well within the measured data.

w

w

se/bc = 5.576(dse/bc)

r = 0.950
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0.5                                          1.0                                          1.5

se/bc
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4.0
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0.0                          2.0                          4.0                           6.0

(wse/bc)observed 

+15%

–15%

(wse/bc)predicted

Figure 10. Variation in nondimensional maximum equi-

librium scour width with nondimensional maximum equi-

librium scour depth.

Figure 11. Comparison between observed and pre-

dicted values of nondimensional maximum equilibrium

scour width.
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3.6. Determination of scour area

The dimensional analysis also confirms that the planar surface area of the equilibrium scour hole ase is a

function of maximum equilibrium scour depth dse . The maximum nondimensional equilibrium scour area

ase/bc is plotted as a function of dse/bc in Figure 12, where it can be seen that the ase/bc increases with

increasing dse/bc . An exponential trendline is furnished in Figure 12, having a correlation coefficient r of

0.999. The ase can be expressed as a function of dse , as shown in Eq. (12).

ase/bc = 0.242 exp {4.089 (dse/bc)} (12)

Eq. (12) is not valid for an extreme case where dse is equal to zero. Therefore, the relation between ase and

dse can be rewritten as

ase/bc = 0.242 [{Exp (4.089dse/bc)} − 1] (13)

The values of ase may be computed using Eq. (13). The predicted values of ase are also calculated using Eq.

(13). Figure 13 shows a comparison of observed and predicted values for ase in tests 1–4. It can be seen from

Figure 13 that the deviation between the predicted and measured data is mostly in the range of –30% to 30%,

which is the calculated ase and matches the gauged data well.

ase /bc = 0.242Exp(4.089 dse /bc )
r = 0.999
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0.0                   3.0                   6.0                   9.0
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Figure 12. Variation in nondimensional equilibrium plan-

ner surface area with nondimensional maximum equilib-

rium scour depth.

Figure 13. Comparison between observed and predicted

values of nondimensional equilibrium planner surface area

of scour hole.

3.7. Determination of scour volume

It is also observed from the dimensional analysis that the equilibrium scour volume –vse is a function of dse .

In Figure 14 the nondimensional equilibrium scour volume –vse/bc is plotted as a function of dse/bc , where it

can be observed that the scour volume increases with increasing scour depth at equilibrium scour condition.

An exponential trend line is furnished in Figure 14, where the correlation coefficient r is 0.995, which implies

an almost perfect positive correlation. The equilibrium scour volume –vse can be expressed as a function of

maximum equilibrium scour depth dse as shown in Eq. (14).

–vse/bc = 0.161exp {2.461 (dse/bc)} (14)
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The values of –vse can be determined using Eq. (14). The predicted values of –vse may also be calculated

using Eq. (14). Figure 15 shows a comparison of observed and predicted values of –vse for all tests. Figure 15

depicts that the deviation between the predicted and measured data is in the range of –25% to 25%, that is the

predicted –vse matches the experimental data well.

vse/vc = 0.161Exp(2.461dse/bc)

r = 0.995
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0.5                                           1.0                                          1.5

vse/vc

dse /bc
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0.4

0.8

1.2

0.0                       0.4                        0.8                       1.2

(vse /vc)observed 

+25%

–25%

(vse/vc)predicted

Figure 14. Variation in nondimensional equilibrium

scour volume with nondimensional maximum equilibrium

scour depth.

Figure 15. Comparison between observed and predicted

values of nondimensional equilibrium scour volume.

4. Conclusions

Clear water scour tests were carried out on a circular pier, square pier, equilateral triangular pier, and a flat

plate to measure the geometrical scour parameters in equilibrium condition. Some empirical relations were

proposed based on the results. The main conclusions drawn from this paper are summarized below:

a) The pier shape coefficient is a function of inflow depth relative to characteristic flow shallowness h/bc .

b) The relative equilibrium scour depth increases with increase in characteristic flow shallowness.

c) The dimensionless equilibrium scour length and width are found to increase with dimensionless equilibrium

scour depth and thereby increase with characteristic flow shallowness.

d) Relative planar surface area and volume of equilibrium scour hole reveal an increase with characteristic

flow shallowness.

e) Area and volume of scour hole varies exponentially with characteristic flow shallowness.

f) Simple new empirical relationships are proposed to evaluate equilibrium scour depth, length, width, surface

area, and volume.

From this study, the experimental outcomes based on effective pier width may be used as a useful data

bank not only to promote the related studies of scour parameters around different shaped piers, but also to

validate the results obtained by numerical simulations.
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5. Nomenclature

The following symbols are used in this paper:

ac
(
πb2c

)
characteristic cross-sectional area of

the pier or plate [L2 ];
ase planar surface area of equilibrium scour hole

[L2 ];
b pier or plate width [L];
bc (beKs)characteristic pier or plate width [L];
be effective pier or plate width [L];
ds scour depth measured at any instant from

initial bed level [L];
dse maximum equilibrium scour depth [L];
d16 16% finer sand diameter [L];
d50 median diameter of sand [L];
d84, d90 84% and 90% finer sand diameter respectively

[L];
F

(
U
/√

gh
)
Froude number of flow [—];

g gravitational acceleration [LT−2 ];
h approaching flow depth [L];
Ks ratio of the scour depths for any pier or

plate to that for the circular pier [—];
lse maximum equilibrium scour length [L];

Q discharge [L3T−1 ];
r correlation coefficient [—];
Re (UR/ν)flow Reynolds number [—];
Rp (Ub/ν)pier Reynolds number [—];
s (ρs/ρ)relative density of sand [—];
uc critical velocity [LT−1 ];
u∗

(√
ghS

)
shear velocity [LT−1 ];

U section-averaged approaching flow velocity
[LT−1 ];

–vc (hac) characteristic volume of pier and plate
below the water level [L3 ];

–vse volume of equilibrium scour hole [L3 ];
wse maximum equilibrium scour width [L];
ρ mass density of water [ML−3 ];
ρs mass density of sand [ML−3 ];
∆ s− 1 [—];

σg

(√
d84/d16

)
geometric standard deviation [—];

ν kinematic viscosity [L2T−1 ];
φ angle of repose [—];
φr dynamic angle of repose [—].
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